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We consider Banach algebras of operators on real and complex Hilbert spaces 
which almost commute with Clifford algebras in the sense that the commutator 
with all but one generator of the Clifford algebra is trivial but with the last, lies in 
a symmetric ideal of compact operators. We compute the K-groups of these 
algebras and prove periodicity theorems. We then show that these algebras form 
“non-commutative classifying spaces” for the Ext-functor on C*-algebras and 
suitable modifications of them perform a similar role for KK. t(’ 1990 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with the K-groups of certain Banach 
algebras of operators on Hilbert space. The most illuminating way to think 
of these algebras is as non-commutative classifying spaces for the Ext- 
functor on C*-algebras and also for KK. Their construction in fact parallels 
that for commutative K-theory as described in Atiyah and Singer [A-S]. 
The motivation for considering these algebras begins with a remark in 
[L-S] where it was noted that the phase transition in the (one-sided) two 
dimensional Ising model was signalled by a jump in the mod 2 index of a 
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skew-adjoint Fredholm operator. This remark led to a construction of a 
mod 2 index for the group of Bogoliubov automorphisms of the infinite 
dimensional Clifford algebra in [C-O]. Subsequently Araki and Evans 
[A-E] found the phase transition in the two-sided Ising model to be 
signalled by a jump in a H, index of a certain space of projections. The 
relationship between all these manifestations of a mod 2 index was even- 
tually sorted out in [C-E]. The investigations of this last paper motivated 
the present analysis which is in fact independent of much of this earlier 
literature. 
The basic objects of study here are algebras SZ$~ defined for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
which almost commute with the Clifford algebra on k generators in the 
sense that the elements of ~4” commute with the first k - 1 generators of the 
Clifford algebra and have commutators with the kth generator which lie in 
a symmetric ideal of compact operators (see [Si] for a definition of the 
latter). These algebras are periodic in k with period 2 in the complex case 
and period 8 in the real case. We are able to compute K,, and K, for these 
algebras and to establish a further periodicity in that a shift by one in k 
induces a shift by one in K,. The proofs of the latter periodicity results are 
inspired by and parallel to the proof of Bott periodicity via Morse theory 
in [Mi]. 
The periodicity results suggested that these algebras may posses a 
“classifying space” role. In fact we show that the Ext-groups of a complex 
C*-algebra are realised by homotopy classes of *-homomorphisms into J&. 
This fact also applies to KK if the algebras JX$ are suitably modified. We 
have not pursued the question of whether this provides new information on 
KK-theory although this would certainly merit further investigation. We 
conclude our discussion with some remarks on related algebras of 
operators and on the equivariant case. 
2. ALGEBRAS ALMOST COMMUTING WITH CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 
Let E denote a real infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space, H the 
same space equipped with a complex structure (written i), and let 6 denote 
a symmetric ideal of compact operators on E or H (no confusion will arise 
in the sequel). 
Let G& denote the real Clifford algebra on k generators Ji, . . . . Jk satisfy- 
ing JiJj+ JjJi= -26,, JT = -Ji acting on E (we assume that the multi- 
plicity of each irreducible representation of %k is infinite). We let %&@ @ 
denote the complex Clifford algebra on the same k generators but now 
assume they act on H with the same condition on the multiplicity of 
irreducibles. 
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Introduce the algebras 
s&$(E)= (AEB(E)l[A, Wk.-,] =o, [A, JklEGj 
~~k(~)=~A~~(~)l[A,~k ~o@J=o, CA,JkJdq. 
Let I-, denote the group generated by Ji, . . . . J, and define for A in B(E) 
,,,,)=(:,,Ay’)/2k+1. 
Then pk projects onto the subalgebra of B(R) consisting of operators which 
commute with 9$.. 
LEMMA 2.1. For ali A in B(E) such that [A, $&] E 6, A - pUk(A) lies 
in 6. 
Proof: Define a character of rk by c(Ji) = - 1. Then A -,&A) is the 
sum of terms of the form 
(A -&(Jjl ” ‘Ji,) Ji, ‘*.J$AJi, a”Jj,)/2k+ ‘. 
We induct on j starting with the observation that A + J,AJ,E 6 for all i. 
Then 
A - E(.fi, . . . Jj,) v!, . . . JG AJ, ’ . . J, 
=A-e(J,;~~J ,,-, )J;;dj,.,AJli ;..J,, 
+ Et&, *“J$.,lJi, 1 . . J, __ /A J;, 1 * . . J, 
- dJi, ..*Jl,)Jil...J,,AJ,.,.J,,. 
The last two terms may be combined as 
E( Ji, ‘.-J,,_,)J,...J,_,~A-E(J~~)J,,AJ,,]J, l.*.J/l 
so that the result follows from the induction hypothesis applied to the first 
pair of terms and the last pair of terms separately. 
Thus each element of S-$(E) is a sum 
of a term which commutes with GF$ and an element of B. Now define a 
norm on .c&(E) by 
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Then an easy calculation shows that dk(E) is a Banach algebra in this 
norm. 
Let 4 and %k denote the groups of orthogonal and unitary operators in 
d’(E) and X&(N), respectively. 
The fact that pClk(G) =(G - JkGJk)/2 for G in 0k implies the relation 
,+(G)* P/~(G) = I- (G* - P(,(G)*)(G - IUR(G)J (2.2) 
so that p&(G) is Fredholm. Note that G maps ker F~(G) onto ker .+(G)* 
so that Pi has Fredholm index zero. When ‘is, is not simple (k = 4n - 1) 
then we introduce W= J1 Jz . . . Jk which is central in %$ with W2 = 1 and 
define P, = (1 + W)/2. Now P, GP, satisfies the relations 
P, G*P, P, GP, + P, G*P- PmGP, = P, 
P-G*PpP_GP-+P-G*P.P,GP-=P-. 
It is easy to check that P- GP, and P, GP- both lie in 6 so that 
P, GP, and P- GP- are both Fredholm. Moreover these relations imply 
that G maps ker P, GP, onto ker P_ G*P- and so the Fredholm index 
of P, GP, is minus that of P _ GP- . Let &, * denote the subgroup of i!& 
consisting of those G with P, GP, having Fredholm index zero. In the 
complex case, for k odd, one similarly introduces the spectral projections 
P, of W and the analogous subgroup %$ * of ak. Finally we remark that 
P, GP, + P- GP- =p,&G) for Gin@,. 
The following lemma is basic to all the results in this section. 
LEMMA 2.2. If CZ$‘~(%&C) is simple and G is in Ok(%k) then we can write 
G = U(1 +X) where U is in C&(4?&) with pk( U) = U and X is in 6 with 
pk( 1 + X) > 0. When y(%Fk @ C) is not simple then this decomposition holds 
only fur elements of Qv *(Sk, * ). 
Proof When $$ is simple we use ,uR(G) = (G - J,GJ,)/Z and take U to 
be the isometry in the polar decomposition of p,JG) initially defined only 
on the orthogonal complement of ker pLk(G) but then extended to all of E 
by taking it to be any isometry intertwining the equivalent ck7, modules 
ker ptk(G) and ker &G)*. The other statements in the lemma follow 
as in Proposition 2.1 [C-O] (which deals with the case k = 1). A similar 
argument works in the complex case for k even (when the Clifford algebra 
is simple). 
When %$ is not simple and G is in ok, *, let G + (G- ) be the isometry in 
the polar decomposition of P, GP,(P- GP-). Now we may extend G, all 
of P + E by defining it to be any isometry which intertwines the %k _ i action 
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on ker P, GP + with that on ker P + G*P+ . Similarly extend G ~ to all of 
P_ E by letting it intertwine the Vkk-, action on ker P GP- with that on 
ker P- G*P-. Let U= G, + G_. Then it follows as in Lemma 3.2 of [Cl] 
that U*G has the required form 1 +X with X in 6. The complex case is 
similar. 
LEMMA 2.3. The algebras &$(H) and Cdk + 2( H) are isomorphic as are the 
algebras sz&( E) and LZZ~ + *(E). 
Proof. The real and complex cases are essentially the same so we 
consider only the latter. We construct LZ$+~(H) directly from .sfk(H) by 
letting C2 carry a representation of VI generated by J, and Jz and define 
the %7k+2 action on C2 0 H by letting the generators be J, @ 1, J,O 1, 
J, Jz Q Jj, . . . . J, J, 0 Jkf2, where J,, . . . . Jk+2 generate the Ce, action on H. 
Then as J, and J, generate the 2 x 2 matrices on @* every operator in 
.c9, +*(H) has the form 10.4 with A in A’~(H). This construction clearly 
sets up an isomorphism of &k +2(H) with ~4~( H ). 
Although it is slightly peripheral to our purpose the groups Q,(Q&) (or 
4, *(ak,*) when k = 4n - 1) have known homotopy type which we now 
determine. Let 4,, denote the group of orthogonals in & in the range of 
pLk and let 0, denote the group of orthogonals differing from the identity 
by an element of 6. Following Milnor [Mi] introduce the space Q,(n) of 
all complex structures J on KY which anticommute with the generators of 
Y ok ~, (which we assume also acts on Rn). When k = 4n - 1 we let Q,(n) 
denote the connected component of maximal dimension. Now let a,( co ) 
denote the inductive limit of the spaces Q,(n) as n -+ CO. Similarly define 
Q,(x, C) in terms of the spaces SZ,(n, C) consisting of complex structures 
on C” anticommuting with the generators of $9k 1 @ @. 
Consider the space ?&(XF) of complex structures J on E(H) which 
anticommute with the generators of Vkk- ,(%Zk-, 0 C) and differ from J, by 
an element of 5 We claim this is the homogeneous pace 1!&/0~,,(~&/4&,,). 
It is easy to see that 6$(ek) acts on 5Q%F) by conjugation while tran- 
sitivity of the action is more difficult although the proof is essentially the 
same in both cases. We sketch the complex case. Let k be odd so that we 
may regard H as the direct sum H, 0 H, with H, carrying a representation 
of ekP, a@. Then the action of J, on H is given with respect to this 
splitting by the matrix 
( 
-JlJ2...Jkp, 
0 
Now if J lies in !XF the operator 
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has square one or minus one and so also defines a splitting of H into 
spectral subspaces H’ each carrying a representation of G$- 1 @ @. Now 
H + and H- are both infinite dimensional (as J- Jk lies in G) and so 
these representations are equivalent allowing us to identify H + with H ~. 
With respect to this splitting we have J given by the matrix 
( 
-J,J*...J,-, 0 
0 ) J,Jz...JkpI ’ 
Furthermore the representations of Vk _ I 0 @ on H * are equivalent to that 
on H, so that we may let U’: H’ + H, be unitaries intertwining the 
@-,@C action. Setting U=U+@U-:H+@HP+H,@H, wededuce 
that UJU-’ = Jk. This last relation implies that U lies in 4&. Now for ek + I 
we continue with the preceding notation and introduce Jk+ 1 as the 
operator on H = H, 0 H, given by the matrix 
where J;, , is a complex structure on H, which anticommutes with 
J, , Jz, . . . . Jk-,. Now if Jis in XF+r then J must intertwine the two spectral 
subspaces of J, J2 . . . Jk and so have the form 
with respect o the decomposition H = H, 0 H,. Now Jk + I and J differ by 
an element of 6 and anticommute so we can assume by the preceding 
argument that there is a unitary U, : H, -+ H, such that 
U,J;+,UT=J’ 
and U1 commutes with the gkk, Q C action. Now define U to be the 
operator 
U,@U,:H,@H,-+H,@H,. 
Then U is the required element of 4&+ 1 with UJ,+ 1 U * = J. 
With this preliminary result out of the way we are now ready to state: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. When Gfk and %?k @ @ are simpIe then the groups 4 and 
qk have the homotopy type of the spaces Q2,(co) and f2,(00, C), respectively, 
while for Gfk and %‘k 0 Cc not simple the corresponding statement holds for 
4, * and gk, *. 
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ProoJI Note firstly that this result is known in the complex case for 
k = 1 (see [Cl 1) and is a simple consequence of Lemma 2.2 for k = 2. It is 
also known in the real case for k = 1. The proof in the general case is the 
same so we merely sketch it here. Firstly observe that as the group of 
orthogonals commuting with %?k is a Kuiper group [K] it is contractible. 
Hence 4 has the homotopy type of the quotient space X,, which by 
virtue of the preceding lemma is also the homogeneous pace 6&/& n ck,,,. 
Now .Lx, has the homotopy type of sL,(oo) (again this is well known for the 
cases k = 1 and 5 and may be proved for the other cases in the same way 
as in de la Harpe [H, pp. III&71) completing the proof. 
With this preliminary material dispensed with we now introduce the 
main ideas of this section. Following [A-B-S, A-S] introduce the 
Grothendieck group 4 of Vk modules modulo those extendable to %; ,+ ,
modules and the analogous complex group denoted 9:. Define maps 
ind,: (Ji -3 9&;;, ind: : 4?~~ -+ 9: 
given in both cases by taking an orthogonal G to the element [ker ,u,JG)] 
of ?$ or 9: determined by ker /+,(G). We call ind,(G) or indf(G) the index 
of G. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The maps ind, and ind: clre ~o~~in~~~~s. 
Proof The observation that for G in Cck or %k, 
,uJG) = (G - JkGJk)/2 
means that this result is a corollary of the argument in Section 3 of [C-O), 
For the reader’s convenience we sketch how this goes. Once again the 
proof is the same in both the real and complex cases and so we restrict to 
the real case. Firstly one argues that if Gi and G, are sufficiently close then 
there is an interval LO, E] in R such that if Q is the spectral projection of 
pk(Gz)* pL(GZ) corresponding to this interval, then the projection onto ker 
pk(G1) defines, on restriction to QE, a vector space isomorphism of QE 
onto ker pk(GI) which commutes with the %$ action on these two spaces. 
Now (Gz - &G,))* ,u,JG~) is skew adjoint, anticommutes with Jkr has 
trivial kernel on (ker F,JG~))~ n QE, and leaves the latter space invariant. 
So iet J denote the isometry in the polar decomposition of 
(G, -- pclk(G2))* ,uk(GZ). Then, as an operator on (ker pk(G2))‘- n QE, 
J satisfies the relations J” = - 1, J* = - .I, JJ, = JJ for i <k and 
53;: = -JkJ. Thus we can set Jk + , = JJk so that (ker pk(G2))’ n QE carries 
a representation of %$ + I. Thus indk(G,)-indk(G,)= [(ker PJG))~ n QE] 
is a V$+, module proving that in fact ind,(G, ) = ind,(G,). 
Before proceeding to show that the index separates connected com- 
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ponents let US first interpret following [A-S] what the index means in each 
case where the group Gz is non-trivial. In the complex case for k odd the 
group GE is just h. Now a QYk module ker p,JG) is extendable to a gk+, 
module exactly when the spectral subspaces of W have the same multi- 
plicity (since Jk+, interchanges them); that is, when P, GP, has 
Fredholm index zero. Thus we may identify ind,(G) with the Fredholm 
index of P+GP+. 
In the real case for k = 1 (mod 8) a ‘i&k module ker PJG) is extendable 
to a %+l module when the multiplicity of the unique irreducible %$ 
module is even so that ind,(G) is the multiplicity of this module (mod 2). 
For k = 3,7 (mod 8), as above for the complex case, ind,(G) = Fredholm 
index of P,GP,. Finally ind,(G) for k = 0 (mod 8) is the multiplicity of 
the irreducible representation of Vk (mod 2). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Two elements of Ok(ek) with the same index are 
connected. 
Proo$ As usual we concentrate on the real case. So let G1 and G2 be 
in 0’ with the same index. For k = 4n - 1 additivity of the Fredholm index 
shows that we may as well assume the index is zero in that case. By 
Lemma 2 we can write Gj= V,( 1 +X1) with U, commuting with 9$ 
(j= 1,2). Using the contractibility of Kuiper groups again we conclude 
that U, is connected to the identity. On the orthogonal complement of 
ker pLA(Gj) we may write 1 +X, as cos A,+ K, sin A,, where K, is the 
isometry in the polar decomposition of U,+(G, + JkGjJk)/2 restricted to 
(ker ,nLk(Gj)) and Aj is positive. Now 1 + X, restricts on ker pk(Gj) to an 
orthogonal Sj anticommuting with Jk so that 1 +X, is the sum of Si and 
cos Aj+ K, sin Aj where the latter is taken to be zero on ker puk(Gj). Now 
consider the path of operators 
S, + cos sAj + Ki sin sA,, for SE [0, 11. 
This connects 1 + Xi with an operator which is the identity on 
W P/c(Gj)F and equal to Sj on ker pk(Gi), We write P, + Sj for this 
operator where Pi projects onto the orthogonal complement of ker pk(Gi). 
As ind,(G,) = ind,(G,) there are finite dimensional (F;,+, modules V, 
contained in P,E such that ker pk(G,)@ V, and ker pLk(G2)@ V2 are 
isomorphic 9$ modules. Let 
T: kerpLk(G,)O V, -*kerpJG,)@ V2 
set up this isomorphism. Let J:‘l, denote the extra %‘k + i generator on V, . 
Extend S, to all of ker pk(G1)@ V, by making it the identity on V,. 
Similarly extend Jyl, to ker &G,) 0 V, by making it the identity on 
ker pLk(G, ). Introduce the operator S, Jill, Jb, where Jh denotes the 
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restriction of Jk to Vr . Extend S, J, + , (r) J’ to all of E by making it the iden- R 
tity operator on the orthogonal complement of ker pk(GI) @ I/, . Similarly 
introduce S2 Jpf , J; on ker pp(G,) 0 V*, where Ji21 1 is the extra %$ + , gen- 
erator on I/, and Jl the restriction of Jk to VI, Clearly T extends 
also to a %$-module isomorphism on all of E. Now the operator 
J;: Ji’; 1 S: TS, J, + , (*) J’ T* commutes with the %$ action on E and so is k 
connected to the identity since the group of all such is a Kuiper group. On 
the other hand 2X, Jill ,.I;“* is connected to Sr Jr:, J; as T lies in the 
same group. Putting all of the above together proves that S, Ji’i r J; and 
S2 Jyi, Jl are connected. But now (cf. [Mi]) J:‘i r& is connected to the 
identity in the group of all orthogonals commuting with the ‘??A , action on 
V, so that G, and G2 are in the same connected component. 
The fact that the maps ind, and ind: are surjective and homomorphisms 
now follows from properties of the Fredholm index in the case where %$. is 
not simple and from the proof of the preceding two propositions in the 
other case. 
The results may be combined as 
THEOREM 2.1. The maps 
ind, : I’;i -+ gk, ind:: %k -+ 9: 
are .~~rjective c~~ti~~ous homomorphisms ~~)hich separate the co~~lecte~i 
compone~t~~ qf the respective groups. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The groups K,(&(E)) and KI(&k(H)) are equal to ~9~ 
and S’f, respectively. 
Proof: This follows exactly as in Proposition 4.3 of [C2] where the 
case k = 1 is proved. 
If Theorem 2.7 were not of independent interest then the shortest 
computation of the K-groups of our algebras, at least in the complex case, 
would be to exploit [Co] and use stability under the holomorphic func- 
tional calculus of J&(H) to show that the K-groups were inde~ndent of 
the ideal 6. Then setting G equal to the compacts, &(&,(I?)) can be 
computed by looking at quotients by the compacts and using a K-theory 
six-term exact sequence. (This is actually done in Theorem 2.2 of [C-K].) 
In the real case we need a different argument. The proof of the following 
theorem is similar in both the real and complex cases and provides slightly 
more info~ation than the method of [C-K]. 
THEOREM 2.9. We have the isomorphisms 
&(.4.(E)) e KI(C$k - ,(a) and m4tff)) = K,(“‘Ak ,(ff)), 
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and the periodicity relations 
&(4(E)) ” &(4-t 8(E)) and &(=%(ff)) = &(&k+*(H)). 
ProoJ: The periodicity relations follow from Lemma 2.3. Thus it 
remains to establish the isomorphisms. We prove them via a sequence of 
lemmas restricting to the real case. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let V be a self-adjoint involution in l!& or @k (i.e., V* = V, 
V2 = 1). Then there is a continuous path of seu-adjoint involutions V, 
(t E [0, 11) in the group in question which connects V= V, and V, where 
V, restricted to ker pk( V) anticommutes with Jk while on restriction to 
ker pLk( V)’ it commutes with the %?k action. 
Proof: For V a self-adjoint involution the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 
apply. Let S be V restricted to ker p,J V) then S anticommutes with Jk. 
Extend S to the whole space by making it the identity on ker J+(V)‘. Let 
the decomposition of Lemma 2.2 be V= K( 1 + X) with X in 6 and K 
chosen to be the identity operator on ker P~( V). Now let L denote the 
isometry in the polar decomposition of (V- pk( V))/2. The relations (2.2) 
imply that KL = - LK on ker pk( V)’ and K2 = 1. Thus we may write 
l+X=cosA+KLsinA 
on ker p,J V)‘, where cos A is defined to be 1 pk( V)l. The path 
K, = cos tA + KL sin tA, O<t<l 
connects K, continuously to the projection onto ker pk( V)‘. Note that one 
has KK, = KT K so that KK, is a self-adjoint involution on ker pLk( V)’ for 
each t. From this it follows that V is connected continuously to the 
operator KS which has the properties required by the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.11. The isomorphisms of Theorem 8 hold for k = 3 (mod 4). 
Proof: Let P be a projection in zzk(E). According to Taylor 
[T, Sect. 6.21 it suffices to show that P is connected to the identity. Let 
V = P - (I- P) and let KS be the self-adjoint involution given by 
Lemma 2.10 to which it is connected. 
Let W be the product J, J, . . . Jk ~, , then W2 = - 1 and let Lk be SW on 
ker puk( V) and Jk on ker pk( V)‘. Then L, is a complex structure which 
anticommutes with J,, J2, . . . . Jk-, . Now introduce a new action of G$ by 
replacing J, by L,. Then KS commutes with this new action and so is 
connected to the identity in the algebra of operators which commute with 
the new action. Since L, and Jk differ by a finite rank operator the latter 
algebra lies in J#E) completing the proof. 
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When k =0 (mod 4) we note by Lemma 2.3 it is su~cient to consider the 
cases k = 4, 8. We will consider k = 4 in detail (k = 8 is similar). Observe 
firstly that we can choose our representation of K, by writing H = H, 0 If, 
and letting J, , J, be a representation of G& on N, _ Then we let Q$ act by 
Now let P be any projection in dd(E) and I/ be the involution P - (1 - P). 
Then Y= V’ i V with respect o the splitting H= H, 0 N, and 
v+ - v E s. (2.3) 
On multiplying V+ and V by J,Jz we obtain two new complex 
structures J+ and J- on H, with 
J-+-J- ~6. (2.41 
Thus Jf and J- both lie in the homogeneous pace 9; of @J consisting of 
complex structures which differ from J - by an element of 6. Since the map 
ind, factors through X1 we know the connected components of this space. 
Firstly we show that the projection P is connected to a projection commut- 
ing with the action of G& if and only if J’ and J- are connected. Now it 
is clear that when P is connected to a projection commuting with the %* 
action, J ‘- and J become the same operator so it remains only to check 
the converse. However, if J + and J ~’ are connected then there is a path U,, 
0 d tG 1, connected to the identity at t =0 in f13 such that the path 
U,J ~~ U: connects J. to J’. Then U, V-- UT, 0 d t .G 1, is a path of self- 
adjoint involutions joining Y to V”. Introduce then the path of self- 
adjoint involutions on N given by 
v’@u,v- u:, O<t<l, 
which connects V to V * @ I’ +. But the latter operator commutes with J, 
and so V is connected to a self-adjoint involution which commutes with the 
action of 9$ and hence is connected to the identity. It now follows that the 
map defined implicitly above by associating to a given projection P in 
.&,(E) the connected component of the unitary U in i$ such that 
UJ- U * = J + induces an injective map from the connected components of 
the space of self-adjoint involutions into ~,(~~~(~)). This map is surjective 
because one can follow the steps leading from I/ through (2.3) to (2.4) in 
reverse. Finally, using the fact that J$,(E)@ [w” is isomorphic to J&(E) 
(Proposition 4.3 of [C2]), it is not difficult to show that this map also 
induces a group isomorphism between K,(J$~(E)) and Ki(,&(E)). 
It remains only to establish the isomorphism in the real case when 
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k = 1,2,5, or 6. In the first two cases we have to prove that the group 
K,,(&JE)) is Z/22 and is trivial in the last two. 
First use Lemma 2.10 to connect a self-adjoint involution V in d?(E) to 
one of the form KS with K commuting with the G$-, action and S 
anticommuting with J on ker pLk( V) (notation as in the proof of the 
lemma). 
LEMMA 2.12. If there is a complex structure JO on ker ,uLk( V) which 
anticommutes with S and with J, , Jz, . . . . Jk then (1 - V)/2 defines the trivial 
element of KO . 
ProoJ: Define a new action of G& on E by replacing Jk by the operator 
J; which equals JOJk on ker ,uk( V) and Jk on the orthogonal complement. 
Then V commutes with this new action of ‘ik;, and so is connected to the 
identity by a path V, (s E [0, 11) in the space of self-adjoint involutions 
commuting with the new %$ action. But since Jk and J; differ by a finite 
rank operator the path V, lies in s&(E). This proves the result. 
We now show how this lemma applies in each case noting again by 
Lemma 2.3 that we may restrict to k d 8. 
For k = 1 it is not hard to see that JO exists exactly when ind,( V) is zero. 
If ind,( V) is not zero then V cannot be path connected to an involution in 
the cornmutant of %i by continuity of ind i . Similarly for k = 2 a JO exists 
when the multiplicity of the irreducible VT representation on ker pZ( V) is 
zero (mod 2). To see that a V for which this multiplicity is odd cannot be 
connected to one for which it is even apply the argument of the proof of 
Proposition 2.5 to two self-adjoint involutions V, and V, which are close 
in norm. The isometry in the polar decomposition of ( Vz - pk( V,)) pLk( V2) 
intertwines the eigenspace of pz( Vz) corresponding to eigenvalue p with 
that corresponding to eigenvalue -p. Since the eigenspaces of this operator 
are %$ modules this implies that (ker ,uLa( V,))’ n QE carries a representa- 
tion of qZ in which the irreducible has even multiplicity proving the 
required result. 
For the case of k = 5 or 6 we need to refer to results of Milnor [Mi, 
Lemma 24.61. As a +& module, ker ,u~( V) has the following structure. The 
operator J1 J2 J, has square one and so determines a splitting 
ker ,u5(V)= Y’@ Y 
into the + 1 and - 1 eigenspaces, respectively, which are each copies of the 
same gZ module with J, being -J, Jz on Y + and J, J2 on Y-. Now J3J4 
defines a %$ module isomorphism of Y + with Y -. The operator J, J4J5 
commutes with J, J2 J,, has square one, and so defines a splitting 
Y+ = W+@ W- with W- being J, W+. Now if we write S as S+ +S 
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corresponding to the splitting Y + 0 Y ~ then by using 
these two spaces we can write J4 and J, as the operators 
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J2J, to identify 
with K4 and K, being anticommuting complex structures on the space Y + 
and Y -. Since S commutes with J, we have 
So = -K,S+K,. (2.5) 
Regard J, as an operator on Y+. Then the fact that J, anticommutes with 
S means that J, K4 K, commutes with S+ and so S+ leaves W + invariant. 
Since S commutes with J,, S restricted to W- is determined (in the same 
manner as in (2.5)) by its restriction to W +. Now any V5 module extends 
to a G$ module where J, is defined by a splitting of W + into orthogonal 
spaces: X@ J,X (cf. [Mi]) W+ being regarded as a complex space with 
complex structure J1 so that X may be thought of as a real subspace of 
W+. Now as S commutes with J, we can always choose the real subspace 
X so that S+ restricted to W+ leaves this space invariant. As J6 = J,J, 
on X and - J2J4 on J, X, S must commute with J6. Now define 
J,=J,J,... J,. Then Jo satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.12 and this 
proves K,,(d5(H)) is trivial. This completes the argument for k = 5. 
Finally when k = 6 we can always extend a $& module to a $$ module by 
defining J, to be + J, J, ... J, and since S anticommutes with J, it 
anticommutes with J,. So set J, = J, and again apply Lemma 2.12 to give 
triviality of KO(d6(H)). 
3. FREDHOLM MODULES AND ALGEBRAS ALMOST 
COMMUTING WITH CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 
In this section we introduce a new approach to Kasparov’s theory [Ka]. 
We will concentrate on the complex case, the results for the real case are 
similar with the usual modifications of the Bott periodicity results. We 
begin with a C*-algebra g and the (complex) right Hilbert ?&module 
E= %a (cf. [Ka, Sect. 41). Let ,X(g) denote the &compact operators on 
E and 9(E) the operators on E which, along with their adjoints commute 
with the a-action [Bl, p. 1271. Let E: %& -+ Z(E) denote an action of P& 
on E satisfying the conditions of Section 2. We refer to E as a (%?+,, 9#)- 
bimodule. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let && denote the C*-algebra of operators A in 
9(E) with 
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CA, 4 Jill = 0, i= 1, 2, . . . . k- 1; (3.1) 
CA 4 Jk)l E X(W. (3.2) 
Now let JS’ be a C*-algebra and let p be a *-homomorphism into J&, &. 
We define p to be trivial if [p(a), Jk] = 0 for all a E LZI. Two *-homo- 
morphisms p0 and p, are defined to be homotopic if there is a family 
(p,, E,) with t E [0, l] consisting of *-homomorphisms 
pt:d%d;,Sd’ Et: sg -+ Y(E) 
(where &L, a is given by Definition 3.1 with E replaced by E,) which define 
in the obvious way a pair (fi, E^) of homomorphisms into L@‘~,~[~, 13 acting 
on the SI[O, l] module J&,~, 13 (with 99[0, l] being continuous functions 
from [0, 11 to 99). 
We now define $(sZ, B) to be the set of homotopy classes of *-homo- 
morphisms from LX?’ into LZ& modulo trivial homomorphisms. Then 
$(Jz?, L%?) is a semigroup under the operation of forming direct sums. Given 
a pair (p, E) we now define inverses by taking E’: %Yk + Z(E) to be defined 
by E’( Ji) = -E( Ji), and we now claim that (p @ p, E 0 E’) is homotopic to 
the trivial *-homomorphism. To see this introduce the operator 
J=O -l ( ) 1 0 
which commutes with {p(a)@p(a)(a~~}. Now let 
EJ Jk) = (E 0 E’)(J~) cos(m/2) + J sin(xt/2) 
E,( Ji) = (E O E’)( Ji) (i < k), 
where t E [0, 11. Then (p Op, E,) is a homotopy connecting (p@ p, E 0s’) 
to (p @p, E,), where E~( Jk) = J. 
Thus as (p 0 p, E;) is a trivial *-homomorphism we conclude that we 
have made $(s!‘, 8) into a group. Theorem 3.2 below identities G,(&, 98) 
with Kasparov’s group KKk(&, 99) for k = 0, 1. For the reader’s con- 
venience we recall Kasparov’s definition of the latter. He begins with the set 
of triples (v], 4, F), where E = SB is now a Z,-graded right Hilbert 
B-module with q the grading ((&, @) have &-gradings as well), 4 is a 
*-homomorphism from d into P’(E), and F is an operator on E of 
degree 1 such that [F, d(a)], (F* - 1) d(u), (F-F*) #(a) are all in K(g) 
for all UE A. Then KK”(&‘, @) is the set of equivalence classes of such 
triples (modulo trivial ones) under a homotopy equivalence which implies 
that for $(J%‘, .?.?I’) above as in our picture the roles of the Z,-grading and 
F are played by the generators of %$. Kasparov defines KK ‘(~4, 99) as 
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KKO(s,?, 3 @ %?,) which, because our picture is trivially graded, does not 
obviously correspond to G,(&‘, 28). The following is the main result of this 
section. 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) $(.&, 23) o 4 --,(&, W). 
(ii) <!Q.d, 99) E KK’(af, B), k eoen, 
(iii) 6$.(.d, 59)~ KK’(&‘, W), k odd, 
Proof. (i) Given a pair (p, E) defining an element of 5$,(&, 39) we use 
the fact that %$ z Ce,- Z 6 %Y2 (6 denotes graded tensor product} to write 
E = E’ Q 43’ and correspondingly E = E’ 0 c2, where Ed is the usual represen- 
tation of W2 on C2. 
Let J, and J, generate this copy of W2 and J,, . . . . Jk the copy of +$ 2. 
Then since p(.&) commutes with the V2 action we may define p’ by letting 
p(a) = p’(a) 0 I, where 1 denotes the identity operator on C*. Then (y’, E’) 
defines an element of gke2(&, 2). It is not difftcult to check that the map 
so defined from $(&, 3) to Sk- 2(d, 9) preserves homotopies. Moreover 
the procedure is completely reversible proving the isomorphism. 
(ii) Following Rosenberg [R] (see also [Bl, Sect. 17.5)) an element 
of xX0(.02, &I) is specified by the data (E, 4, F) where 
(a) E= E + @E with E’ Hilbert %modules; 
(b) q6==4+ 04.. with $& *-homomorphisms from ,.& into Lt’(E”); 
(c) F=(:T)*) with T:E+ +E- and F*=l (FEY(E)) 
such that for all 11 in &, [$(a), F] E X(B). 
To realise this data in our case it is sufficient by (if to demonstrate how 
each pair (p, E) in $(&, $83) gives rise to it. So we now define: 
(a)’ E’ = spectral subspaces of E( J,); 
(b’) p = p + @ p -, the corresponding decomposition of p into a direct 
sum of *“homomorphisms which are now identified with 4 + ; 
(c’) F= i~f J,). 
Then clearly for all a in d, [$(a), F] E &‘“(A?) and F2 = 1. (Note that T 
can be defined by observing that as J, and Jz anticommute F maps E + to 
E- and E- to E ‘.) It is now clear that homotopy classes of pairs (p, e) 
coincide with homotopy classes of triples (q( J,), QI, F) which compIetes the 
proof. 
(iii) This result follows as in Blackadar [Bl, Sect. 17.643, from Cuntz’ 
quasi-homomorphism picture of KK. 
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4. OTHER ALGEBRAS 
The algebras introduced in the preceding sections seem the most canoni- 
cal if one is interested in K-theory. However, other possibilities exist and it 
is the purpose of this section to explore one of them. We will concentrate 
on the case of a complex Hilbert space H with a wk action and introduce 
the algebras 
Bk = {A e B(E)/ [A, Ji] E 6, i= 1, . . . . k}. 
Then gk is also a Banach algebra in the norm given by (2.1). Clearly 
S&(H) is a subalgebra of k& and it seems an interesting question whether 
gk shares any of the properties of the former algebra. The main result of 
this section is the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) For k odd, K,(zZ$) z E. 
(ii) For k even, K,(gk) z 0. 
(iii) K,,(L@~) is a non-trivial torsion group. 
Proof: (i) We let HI carry a Vkk- 1 action and define on H= H, 0 H, 
the action of Jk by setting it equal to -J, J2 . . . Jkp, on the first copy of 
H, and J1J2... Jkp 1 on the second copy. Now if U is a unitary in ak 
acting on H we can write it as 
with respect o the decomposition H = H, 63 H,. Now we have 
UqJ,-J,lJ,~G (4.1) 
J, ... J,-,U,+U,J,...J,-,E~, i#j (4.2) 
J, ... Jkp,Uii+Ui;Ji...Jk-,~G. (4.3) 
From (4.1) and (4.2) we have U, E 6 for i # j. Conversely, if U is unitary 
with CJij~ G for i#j and Uii satisfying (4.3) then UE 5&. Now introduce 
the map j from the unitary group & of gk to h given by 
j(U) = Fredholm index of I!J,~ = - (Fredholm index of U,,). 
To show that j labels the connected components of ek it is sufficient to 
show that any U with j(U) =0 is connected to the identity. We may use 
Lemma 2.2 to write 
u=( “o,l i2,> (1+X), (4.4) 
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where X lies in 6 and W,, are the isometries in the polar decomposition of 
Uii extended to be unitaries on H, by setting them to equal, on ker U,,, 
isometries mapping ker Uii onto ker Uz. We may assume by induction that 
% , is connected so that, as Wii is in %k ~, , we can connect U to 1 + X. 
But the group “I& is connected so U is connected to the identity. From the 
fact that gk@Mn is isomorphic to gk we conclude that K,(gk) is L. 
(ii) Choose the representation of %‘k to have the form (on H = H, @ H,). 
-J,...Jk I 0 
J, = J,m I= 
0 J,...J, 
Any U in %!k also lies in ak- , . So writing as in part (i) 
as before we conclude that Ii,,, Liz, are in 6. But from [U, Jk] E 0 we also 
have 
U,,-U22EG. (4.5) 
This forces j(U)=0 as j(U,,)=j(U,,) by (4.5) but j(U,,,)= -j(U,,) by 
general arguments. Hence we have O&k contained in the connected compo- 
nent of the identity of %k ,. Now write, as in (4.4) 
Then Wii satisfies Wii Ji - J, W,i E G and so Wii E $?& ~. z (regarded as acting 
on HI ). Induction on k gives that %k _ 2 is connected so that U is connected 
to 1 f X and hence to the identity proving that ek is connected. Again it 
follows that KI(gk) = 0. Note that the induction starts since we know that 
7c0(uz(,) is Z and that the group of unitaries on a Hilbert space is contractible. 
(iii) As gk is stable under the holomorphic functional calculus following 
Connes [Co] we can assert that KO(Bk) is independent of G and take G 
to be the compact operators. We let rt denote the quotient map onto the 
Calkin algebra. Then we have the exact sequence 
0 -+ G4c + &?k -+ n(.ei?ljJ + 0, 
where x denotes the compact operators on H. Now Paschke [P] has 
shown that 
&,(T-$%‘~)~) = Ext(gk) 
K,(T$%~)~) = Ext(D&), 
where the superscripted c denotes the commutant in the Calkin algebra. 
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But n(%?J’= ~(93~). Now C, zMk for k even and Mk@Mk when k is odd 
and hence both &(rc(9~)) and Ki(rr(9&)) are known: 
k even 
k odd 
(see Brown [B]) while 
k even 
k, k odd. 
From the K-theory exact sequence: 
/ 
K,(gk) -+ K1(n(gk)) 
\ 
We therefore obtain the following exact sequences (using parts (i) and (ii) 
of the theorem) 
o-+o-,~+~+&(~~)-+~,+o (k even) 
O-,Z-r22--t~~KO(~k)j~kO~k~0 (k odd). 
Neither of these sequences is enough to determine K,,(Bk) completely, 
however, since the only injections of Z into itself are of the form Z + lZ, 
for f E H we conclude for k even that Ko(Bk) is torsion and a similar argu- 
ment gives the same conclusion for k-odd proving the result. 
5. THE EQUIVARIANT CASE 
In this section we discuss some of the modifications necessary to prove 
results analogous to the above when the Hilbert space admits a compact 
group action which commutes with the %Y?~ or %Tk @Cc action. So let G be the 
compact group acting on E or H and note that G acts by conjugation as 
automorphisms of dk(E) and A$~(H). Hence let d~(E)(d~(H)) denote the 
fixed point algebra of this G action. Let 0,” and 42: denote the unitary 
groups of these two algebras. If 0 lies in one of these groups then 
ker ~~(0) is an element of the representation ring R(G) of G and also 
a Vk module. Hence we introduce the group R(G), (resp. R(G):) of 
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(%&, G)-bimodules (resp. (9& @ C, G)-bimodules) modulo those extendable 
to (gk + , , G)-bimodules (resp. (%$ + 1 @ Cc, G)-bimodules). Now define the 
index map 
indF(O) = [ker PJO)], 
where the RHS denotes an element of R(G), or R(G): depending on 
whether 0 is in 0: or QG 
Now we reconsider the’results of Section 2 as they apply to ind:. 
Firstly the crucial Lemma 2.2 goes through for elements of 0: and o&f 
provided we restrict to elements of index zero when the Clifford algebra is 
not simple. In the latter case it is not difficult to see that one may interpret 
the index as the element of R(G), defined by taking the difference in R(G), 
of the elements defined by the kernels ker P + OP + and ker P_ O*P 
which is the usual version of the Fredholm index in the presence of a G 
action. 
Secondly, Proposition 2.5 goes through with no modi~~ation proving 
continuity of the index. A corollary of this fact is a proof of continuity of 
Matsui’s “determinant index” [M]. 
Finally Proposition 2.6 also follows without change proving that ind, 
labels the connected components of the relevant group. Thus we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 5.1. The maps 
indf : 4 --t R(G),, ind:: 4Yk --* R(G): 
are homomorphisms which separate the connected components of the respec- 
rise groups. 
To go beyond these simple observations to use this as an approach to 
equivariant KK theory seems less fruitful since it apparently requires special 
assumptions on the nature of the G-action. We will not go into this here. 
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